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New York Times Bestseller • Notable Book of the Year •
Editors' Choice Selection One of Bill Gates’ “Amazing
Books” of the Year One of Publishers Weekly’s 10 Best Books
of the Year Longlisted for the National Book Award for
Nonfiction An NPR Best Book of the Year Winner of the
Hillman Prize for Nonfiction Gold Winner • California Book
Award (Nonfiction) Finalist • Los Angeles Times Book Prize
(History) Finalist • Brooklyn Public Library Literary Prize
This “powerful and disturbing history” exposes how American
governments deliberately imposed racial segregation on
metropolitan areas nationwide (New York Times Book Review).
Widely heralded as a “masterful” (Washington Post) and
“essential” (Slate) history of the modern American
metropolis, Richard Rothstein’s The Color of Law offers
“the most forceful argument ever published on how federal,
state, and local governments gave rise to and reinforced
neighborhood segregation” (William Julius Wilson).
Exploding the myth of de facto segregation arising from
private prejudice or the unintended consequences of
economic forces, Rothstein describes how the American
government systematically imposed residential segregation:
with undisguised racial zoning; public housing that
purposefully segregated previously mixed communities;
subsidies for builders to create whites-only suburbs; tax
exemptions for institutions that enforced segregation; and
support for violent resistance to African Americans in
white neighborhoods. A groundbreaking, “virtually
indispensable” study that has already transformed our
understanding of twentieth-century urban history (Chicago
Daily Observer), The Color of Law forces us to face the
obligation to remedy our unconstitutional past.
The only authorized edition of the twentieth-century
classic, featuring F. Scott Fitzgerald’s final revisions, a
foreword by his granddaughter, and a new introduction by
National Book Award winner Jesmyn Ward. Nominated as one of
America’s best-loved novels by PBS’s The Great American
Read. The Great Gatsby, F. Scott Fitzgerald’s third book,
stands as the supreme achievement of his career. First
published in 1925, this quintessential novel of the Jazz
Age has been acclaimed by generations of readers. The story
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of the mysteriously wealthy Jay Gatsby and his love for the
beautiful Daisy Buchanan, of lavish parties on Long Island
at a time when The New York Times noted “gin was the
national drink and sex the national obsession,” it is an
exquisitely crafted tale of America in the 1920s. The Great
Gatsby is a 1925 novel written by American author F. Scott
Fitzgerald that follows a cast of characters living in the
fictional towns of West Egg and East Egg on prosperous Long
Island in the summer of 1922. Many literary critics
consider The Great Gatsby to be one of the greatest novels
ever written. The story of the book primarily concerns the
young and mysterious millionaire Jay Gatsby and his
quixotic passion and obsession to reunite with his exlover, the beautiful former debutante Daisy Buchanan.
Considered to be Fitzgerald’s magnum opus, The Great Gatsby
explores themes of decadence, idealism, resistance to
change, social upheaval and excess, creating a portrait of
the Roaring Twenties that has been described as a
cautionary[a] tale regarding the American Dream. “The Great
Gatsby” is a 1925 novel written by American author Francis
Scott Fitzgerald (1896-1940) that follows a cast of
characters living in the fictional town of West Egg on
prosperous Long Island in the summer of 1922. The story
primarily concerns the young and mysterious millionaire Jay
Gatsby and his quixotic passion and obsession for the
beautiful former debutante Daisy Buchanan. Considered to be
Fitzgerald’s magnum opus, The Great Gatsby explores themes
of decadence, idealism, resistance to change, social
upheaval, and excess, creating a portrait of the Jazz Age
or the Roaring Twenties that has been described as a
cautionary tale regarding the American Dream.
“Brilliant . . . Here is the conflict of real ideas; of
real personalities; here is a work of intellectual
imagination and great charity. The Poorhouse Fair is a work
of art.”—The New York Times Book Review The hero of John
Updike’s first novel, published when the author was twentysix, is ninety-four-year-old John Hook, a dying man who yet
refuses to be dominated. His world is a poorhouse—a county
home for the aged and infirm—overseen by Stephen Conner, a
righteous young man who considers it his duty to know what
is best for others. The action of the novel unfolds over a
single summer’s day, the day of the poorhouse’s annual
fair, a day of escalating tensions between Conner and the
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rebellious Hook. Its climax is a contest between progress
and tradition, benevolence and pride, reason and faith.
Praise for The Poorhouse Fair “A first novel of rare
precision and real merit . . . a rich poorhouse
indeed.”—Newsweek “Turning on a narrow plot of ground, it
achieves the rarity of bounded, native truth, and comes
forth as microcosm.”—Commonweal
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Winner of the 2000 Pulitzer Prize
for biography and hailed by critics as both “monumental”
(The Boston Globe) and “utterly romantic” (New York
magazine), Stacy Schiff’s Véra (Mrs. Vladimir Nabokov)
brings to shimmering life one of the greatest literary love
stories of our time. Vladimir Nabokov—the émigré author of
Lolita; Pale Fire; and Speak, Memory—wrote his books first
for himself, second for his wife, Véra, and third for no
one at all. “Without my wife,” he once noted, “I wouldn’t
have written a single novel.” Set in prewar Europe and
postwar America, spanning much of the century, the story of
the Nabokovs’ fifty-two-year marriage reads as vividly as a
novel. Véra, both beautiful and brilliant, is its outsized
heroine—a woman who loves as deeply and intelligently as
did the great romantic heroines of Austen and Tolstoy.
Stacy Schiff's Véra is a triumph of the biographical form.
An Extraordinary Time
American Narratives, Postmodernism, and the Atomic Age
An Asian American Reckoning
How TV Changed America's Mind
The Great Rift
War without Mercy
How To Do Things with Dance
The origins of this book were in the cryptologic equivalent
of an urban legend and a couple of photographs. During
research on the early days of NSA, historians at the Center
for Cryptologic History (CCH) learned of the employment of
African-Americans at the Agency in the period after World
War II. Occasionally, in informal conversations with former
NSA seniors, the subject of minority history would come up,
and CCH historians collected anecdotes about segregated
offices in the early days. It became apparent that the
employment of African-Americans came even earlier than
previously thought. No information, however, confirmed any
contribution by African-Americans during the world war. In
early 1996, the History Center received as a donation a book
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of rather monotonous photographs of civilian employees at
one of NSA's predecessors receiving citations for important
contributions. Out of several hundred photographs, only two
included African-Americans – an employee receiving an award
from Colonel Preston Corderman (reproduced on page 14) and
the same employee posing with his family. Although undated,
the matrix of the photograph indicated it had been taken in
1945 or early 1946. This made it likely the person was
receiving an award for wartime contributions. It therefore
became a high priority in the History Center to investigate
the story behind this photograph and learn the truth behind
the unconnected anecdotes about African-Americans in the
early days of the cryptologic organization. In 1998 it
became possible to hire a few additional historians for a
year to supplement the History Center's permanent staff. Ms.
Jeannette Williams applied to research the early history of
African-Americans in cryptology. Assisted by Ms. Yolande
Dickerson, Ms. Williams undertook an exhaustive search of
the cryptologic archives and recovered the basic story of
the segregated cryptologic organizations – including the
previously unknown existence of a large office of AfricanAmericans in World War II. The basic facts about this unit
preserved in official records, however, shed little light on
the social milieu of the time or the eventual movement of
African-Americans into the cryptologic mainstream. Compiling
– and constantly expanding – a list of names of AfricanAmericans who worked in the early days of NSA and its
predecessor organizations, they conducted an exceedingly
vigorous program of oral history interviews. These
interviews personalized the stark facts found in the
documents. In fact, this monograph rescues an important
historical story that might otherwise have been lost. It
should also be noted that this was a last-minute rescue.
Several important figures had already passed away by the
time the research for this book began, and several more have
passed away between the time of their interviews and the
publication of this book. The story that the author tells is
by turns infuriating and inspiring. But it needs to be faced
squarely from both these aspects. I recommend The Invisible
Cryptologists: African-Americans, WWII to 1956 as essential
reading for all who are interested in the early days of
cryptology, all who are interested in the social history of
NSA and its predecessors, and all who are interested in the
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history of American race relations. For further background
on cryptologic activities during World War II and the early
days of NSA, readers are encouraged to refer to A History of
U.S. Communications Intelligence during World War II: Policy
and Administration by Robert L. Benson and The Origins of
the National Security Agency by Thomas L. Burns
(forthcoming).
The New York Times said of Ronald H. Spector’s classic
account of the American struggle against the Japanese in
World War II, “No future book on the Pacific War will be
written without paying due tribute to Eagle Against the
Sun.” Now Spector has returned with a book that is even more
revealing. In the Ruins of Empire chronicles the startling
aftermath of this crucial twentieth-century conflict. With
access to recently available firsthand accounts by Chinese,
Japanese, British, and American witnesses and previously top
secret U.S. intelligence records, Spector tells for the
first time the fascinating story of the deadly
confrontations that broke out–or merely continued–in Asia
after peace was proclaimed at the end of World War II. Under
occupation by the victorious Allies, this part of the world
was plunged into new power struggles or back into old feuds
that in some ways were worse than the war itself. In the
Ruins of Empire also shows how the U.S. and Soviet
governments, as they secretly vied for influence in
liberated lands, were soon at odds. At the time of the peace
declaration, international suspicions were still strong.
Joseph Stalin warned that “crazy cutthroats” might disrupt
the surrender ceremony in Tokyo Bay. Die-hard Japanese
officers plotted to seize the emperor’s palace to prevent an
announcement of surrender, and clandestine relief forces
were sent to rescue thousands of Allied POWs to prevent
their being massacred. In the Ruins of Empire paints a vivid
picture of the postwar intrigues and violence. In Manchuria,
Russian “liberators” looted, raped, and killed innocent
civilians, and a fratricidal rivalry continued between
Chiang Kai-shek’s regime and Mao’s revolutionaries.
Communist resistance forces in Malaya settled old scores and
terrorized the indigenous population, while mujahideen holy
warriors staged reprisals and terror killings against the
Chinese–hundreds of innocent civilians were killed on both
sides. In Indochina, a nativist political movement rose up
to oppose the resumption of French colonial rule; one of the
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factions that struggled for supremacy was the Communist Viet
Minh led by Ho Chi Minh. Korea became a powder keg with the
Russians and Americans entangled in its north and south. And
in Java, as the Indonesian novelist Idrus wrote, people
brutalized by years of Japanese occupation “worshipped a new
God in the form of bombs, submachine guns, and mortars.”
Through impeccable research and provocative analysis, as
well as compelling accounts of American, British, Indian,
and Australian soldiers charged with overseeing the
surrender and repatriation of millions of Japanese in the
heart of dangerous territory, Spector casts new and
startling light on this pivotal time–and sets the record
straight about this contested and important period in
history.
The Great Rift is a sweeping history of the intertwined
careers of Dick Cheney and Colin Powell, whose rivalry and
conflicting views of U.S. national security color our
political debate to this day. Dick Cheney and Colin Powell
emerged on the national scene more than thirty years ago,
and it is easy to forget that they were once allies. The two
men collaborated closely in the successful American wars in
Panama and Iraq during the presidency of George H. W.
Bush--but from this pinnacle, conflicts of ideology and
sensibility drove them apart. Returning to government
service under George W. Bush in 2001, they (and their
respective allies within the administration) fell into everdeepening antagonism over the role America should play in a
world marked by terrorism and other nontraditional threats.
In a wide-ranging, deeply researched, and dramatic
narrative, James Mann explores each man’s biography and
philosophical predispositions to show how and why this deep
and permanent rupture occurred. Through dozens of original
interviews and surprising revelations from presidential
archives, he brings to life the very human story of how this
influential friendship turned so sour and how the enmity of
these two powerful men colored the way America acts in the
world.
This publication covers global megatrends for the next 20
years and how they will affect the United States. This is
the fifth installment in the National Intelligence Council's
series aimed at providing a framework for thinking about
possible futures and their implications. The report is
intended to stimulate strategic thinking about the rapid and
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vast geopolitical changes characterizing the world today and
possible global trajectories during the next 15-20 years by
identifying critical trends and potential discontinuities.
The authors distinguish between megatrends, those factors
that will likely occur under any scenario, and gamechangers, critical variables whose trajectories are far less
certain. NIC 2012-001. Several innovations are included in
Global Trends 2030, including: a review of the four previous
Global Trends reports, input from academic and other experts
around the world, coverage of disruptive technologies, and a
chapter on the potential trajectories for the US role in the
international system and the possible the impact on future
international relations. Table of Contents: Introduction 1
Megatrends 6 Individual Empowerment 8 Poverty Reduction 8 An
Expanding Global Middle Class 8 Education and the Gender Gap
10 Role of Communications Technologies 11 Improving Health
11 A MORE CONFLICTED IDEOLOGICAL LANDSCAPE 12 Diffusion of
Power 15 THE RISE AND FALL OF COUNTRIES: NOT THE SAME OLD
STORY 17 THE LIMITS OF HARD POWER IN THE WORLD OF 2030 18
Demographic Patterns 20 Widespread Aging 20 Shrinking Number
of Youthful Countries 22 A New Age of Migration 23 The World
as Urban 26 Growing Food, Water, and Energy Nexus 30 Food,
Water, and Climate 30 A Brighter Energy Outlook 34 GameChangers 38 The Crisis-Prone Global Economy 40 The Plight of
the West 40 Crunch Time Too for the Emerging Powers 43 A
Multipolar Global Economy: Inherently More Fragile? 46 The
Governance Gap 48 Governance Starts at Home: Risks and
Opportunities 48 INCREASED FOCUS ON EQUALITY AND OPENNESS 53
NEW GOVERNMENTAL FORMS 54 A New Regional Order? 55 Global
Multilateral Cooperation 55 The Potential for Increased
Conflict 59 INTRASTATE CONFLICT: CONTINUED DECLINE 59
Interstate Conflict: Chances Rising 61 Wider Scope of
Regional Instability 70 The Middle East: At a Tipping Point
70 South Asia: Shocks on the Horizon 75 East Asia: Multiple
Strategic Futures 76 Europe: Transforming Itself 78 SubSaharan Africa: Turning a Corner by 2030? 79 Latin America:
More Prosperous but Inherently Fragile 81 The Impact of New
Technologies 83 Information Technologies 83 AUTOMATION AND
MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGIES 87 Resource Technologies 90
Health Technologies 95 The Role of the United States 98
Steady US Role 98 Multiple Potential Scenarios for the
United States' Global Role 101 Alternative Worlds 107
Stalled Engines 110 FUSION 116 Gini-out-of-the-Bottle 122
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Nonstate World 128 Acknowledgements 134 GT2030 Blog
References 137 Audience: Appropriate for anyone, from
businesses to banks, government agencies to start-ups, the
technology sector to the teaching sector, and more. This
publication helps anticipate where the world will be:
socially, politically, technologically, and culturally over
the next few decades. Keywords: Global Trends 2030
Alternative Worlds, global trends 2030, Global Trends
series, National Intelligence Council, global trajectories,
global megatrends, geopolitics, geopolitical changes
Alternative Worlds
Television and the Family Ideal in Postwar America
When America Was Great
Art and Thought in the Cold War
The Fighting Faith of Liberalism in Post-War America
The Stalinist Era
In the Ruins of Empire
Placing Stalinism in its international context, The Stalinist Era
explains the origins and consequences of Soviet state intervention and
violence.
"I too am not a bit tamed—I too am untranslatable / I sound my
barbaric yawp over the roofs of the world."—Walt Whitman, "Song of
Myself," Leaves of Grass The American Yawp is a free, online,
collaboratively built American history textbook. Over 300 historians
joined together to create the book they wanted for their own
students—an accessible, synthetic narrative that reflects the best of
recent historical scholarship and provides a jumping-off point for
discussions in the U.S. history classroom and beyond. Long before
Whitman and long after, Americans have sung something collectively
amid the deafening roar of their many individual voices. The Yawp
highlights the dynamism and conflict inherent in the history of the
United States, while also looking for the common threads that help us
make sense of the past. Without losing sight of politics and power, The
American Yawp incorporates transnational perspectives, integrates
diverse voices, recovers narratives of resistance, and explores the
complex process of cultural creation. It looks for America in crowded
slave cabins, bustling markets, congested tenements, and marbled
halls. It navigates between maternity wards, prisons, streets, bars, and
boardrooms. The fully peer-reviewed edition of The American Yawp
will be available in two print volumes designed for the U.S. history
survey. Volume I begins with the indigenous people who called the
Americas home before chronicling the collision of Native Americans,
Europeans, and Africans.The American Yawp traces the development
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of colonial society in the context of the larger Atlantic World and
investigates the origins and ruptures of slavery, the American
Revolution, and the new nation's development and rebirth through the
Civil War and Reconstruction. Rather than asserting a fixed narrative
of American progress, The American Yawp gives students a starting
point for asking their own questions about how the past informs the
problems and opportunities that we confront today.
Addressed to the Inhabitants of America, on the Following Interesting
Subjects, viz.: I. Of the Origin and Design of Government in General,
with Concise Remarks on the English Constitution. II. Of Monarchy
and Hereditary Succession. III. Thoughts on the Present State of
American Affairs. IV. Of the Present Ability of America, with some
Miscellaneous Reflections
Allegories of America offers a bold idea of what, in terms of political
theory, it means to be American. Beginning with the question What do
we want from a theory of politics? Dolan explores the metaphysics of
American-ness and stops along the way to reflect on John Winthrop,
the Constitution, 1950s behavioralist social science, James Merrill,
and William Burroughs. The pressing problem, in Dolan's view, is how
to find a vocabulary for politics in the absence of European
metaphysics. American political thinkers, he suggests, might respond
by approaching their own theories as allegories. The postmodern
dilemma of the loss of traditional absolutes would thus assume the
status of a national mythology—America's perennial identity crisis in
the absence of a tradition establishing the legitimacy of its founding.
After examining the mid-Atlantic sermons of John Winthrop, the
spiritual founding father, Dolan reflects on the authority of the
Constitution and the Federalist. He then takes on questions of
representation in Cold War ideology, focusing on the language of
David Easton and other liberal political "behaviorists," as well as on
cold War cinema and the coverage of international affairs by American
journalists. Additional discussions are inspired by Hannah Arendt's
recasting of political theory in a narrative framework. here Dolan
considers two starkly contrasting postwar literary figures—William S.
Burroughs and James Merrill—both of whom have a troubled
relationship to politics but nonetheless register an urgent need to
articulate its dangers and opportunities. Alongside Merrill's
unraveling of the distinction between the serious and the fictive, Dolan
assesses the attempt in Arendt's On Revolution to reclaim fictional
devices for political reflection.
The Education of Corporal John Musgrave
The End of Ambition
Texas Contemporary World Studies
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Popular Black History in Postwar America
The End of the Postwar Boom and the Return of the Ordinary Economy
Global Trends 2030
Common Sense
Presents the original report on poverty in America that led President Kennedy to initiate
the federal poverty program
A landmark history of postwar America and the second volume in the Penguin History
of the United States series, edited by Eric Foner In this momentous work, acclaimed
labor historian Joshua B. Freeman presents an epic portrait of the United States in the
latter half of the twentieth century, revealing a nation galvanized by change even as
conflict seethed within its borders. Beginning in 1945, he charts the astounding rise of
the labor movement and its pitched struggle with the bastions of American capitalism in
the 1940s and '50s, untangling the complicated threads between the workers’ agenda
and that of the civil rights and women’s movements. Through the lens of civil rights, the
Cold War struggle, and the labor movement, American Empire teaches us something
profound about our past while illuminating the issues that continue to animate
American political discourse today.
Winner of the CORD Outstanding Publication Award (2012) In postwar America, any
assertion of difference from the mainstream anticommunist culture carried
professional and personal risks. For this reason, modern dance artists left much of
what they thought unsaid. Instead they expressed themselves in movement. How To Do
Things with Dance positions modern dance as a vital critical discourse, and suggests that
dances of the late 1940s and the 1950s can be seen as compelling agents of social
change. Concentrating on choreographers whose artistic work conceived dance in terms
of action, Rebekah J. Kowal shows how specific choreographic projects demonstrated
increasing awareness of the stage as a penetrable space, one on which socially suspect or
marginalized modes of being could be performed with relative impunity and exerted in
the real world. Artists covered include Martha Graham, José Limón, Anna Sokolow,
Katherine Dunham, Pearl Primus, Merce Cunningham, Paul Taylor, Donald McKayle,
Talley Beatty, and Anna Halprin. Ebook Edition Note: All images have been redacted.
Though U.S. leaders try to convince the world of their success in fighting al Qaeda, one
anonymous member of the U.S. intelligence community would like to inform the public
that we are, in fact, losing the war on terror. Further, until U.S. leaders recognize the
errant path they have irresponsibly chosen, he says, our enemies will only grow stronger.
According to the author, the greatest danger for Americans confronting the Islamist
threat is to believe-at the urging of U.S. leaders-that Muslims attack us for what we are
and what we think rather than for what we do. Blustering political rhetor.
Popular Culture in the Age of White Flight
The Economic Development of Latin America in the Twentieth Century
The Rise of a Global Power, the Democratic Revolution at Home, 1945-2000
The Free World
People, Places, and Societies: Guided Reading
A Novel
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A Drama in Three Acts
The Life, Crime, and Capture of John Wilkes BoothGood Press
The decades after World War II were a golden age across much of the
world. It was a time of economic miracles, an era when steady jobs were
easy to find and families could see their living standards improving year
after year. And then, around 1973, the good times vanished. The world
economy slumped badly, then settled into the slow, erratic growth that had
been the norm before the war. The result was an era of anxiety,
uncertainty, and political extremism that we are still grappling with today.
In An Extraordinary Time, acclaimed economic historian Marc Levinson
describes how the end of the postwar boom reverberated throughout the
global economy, bringing energy shortages, financial crises, soaring
unemployment, and a gnawing sense of insecurity. Politicians, suddenly
unable to deliver the prosperity of years past, railed haplessly against
currency speculators, oil sheikhs, and other forces they could not control.
From Sweden to Southern California, citizens grew suspicious of their
newly ineffective governments and rebelled against the high taxes needed
to support social welfare programs enacted when coffers were flush.
Almost everywhere, the pendulum swung to the right, bringing politicians
like Margaret Thatcher and Ronald Reagan to power. But their promise
that deregulation, privatization, lower tax rates, and smaller government
would restore economic security and robust growth proved unfounded.
Although the guiding hand of the state could no longer deliver the steady
economic performance the public had come to expect, free-market
policies were equally unable to do so. The golden age would not come
back again. A sweeping reappraisal of the last sixty years of world history,
An Extraordinary Time forces us to come to terms with how little control
we actually have over the economy.
In rethinking and reframing the American national narrative in a wider
context, the contributors to this volume ask questions about both
nationalism and the discipline of history itself. The essays offer fresh ways
of thinking about the traditional themes and periods of American history.
By locating the study of American history in a transnational context, they
examine the history of nation-making and the relation of the United States
to other nations and to transnational developments. What is now called
globalization is here placed in a historical context. A cast of distinguished
historians from the United States and abroad examines the
historiographical implications of such a reframing and offers alternative
interpretations of large questions of American history ranging from the era
of European contact to democracy and reform, from environmental and
economic development and migration experiences to issues of
nationalism and identity. But the largest issue explored is basic to all
histories: How does one understand, teach, and write a national history
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even as one recognizes that the territorial boundaries do not fully contain
that history and that within that bounded territory the society is highly
differentiated, marked by multiple solidarities and identities? Rethinking
American History in a Global Age advances an emerging but important
conversation marked by divergent voices, many of which are represented
here. The various essays explore big concepts and offer historical
narratives that enrich the content and context of American history. The aim
is to provide a history that more accurately reflects the dimensions of
American experience and better connects the past with contemporary
concerns for American identity, structures of power, and world presence.
"This study reveals the previously hidden impact of Ebony magazine as a
major producer and disseminator of popular black history during the
second half of the twentieth century. Far from dismissing Ebony as a
consumer magazine with limited political or educational importance, E.
James West highlights the value editors, readers, and advertisers placed
upon Ebony's role as a "history book." Benefitting from unprecedented
access to new archives at Chicago State and Emory University, West also
offers the first substantive biographical account of the writing and
philosophy of Lerone Bennett Jr., who used his position at Ebony to
emerge as one of the twentieth century's most influential popular black
historians. Focusing on Lerone Bennett's role within Johnson Publishing,
and assessing Ebony's broader historical coverage, this book uses the
magazine as a window into the transition of black history from the margins
to the center of American cultural, historical, and political representation.
As an important cultural outlet with millions of readers, Ebony played a
powerful role in reshaping public representations of African American
history. Directed by the efforts of Bennett, the magazine produced militant
depictions of black history and connected activism in the present to a
longstanding history of radical black protest. However, as a black
consumer magazine it also helped to legitimize and facilitate corporate
mediation of black history, and to frame and limit discussions of African
American history, memory, and identity"-The United States and the Third World in the Vietnam Era
Richard Holbrooke and the End of the American Century
American Empire
Make Room for TV
The Life, Crime, and Capture of John Wilkes Booth
The Japanese Surrender and the Battle for Postwar Asia
The Color of Law: A Forgotten History of How Our Government Segregated
America
"In Popular Culture in the Age of White Flight, Eric Avila offers a unique argument about the
restructuring of urban space in the two decades following World War II and the role played by new
suburban spaces in dramatically transforming the political culture of the United States. Avila's work
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helps us see how and why the postwar suburb produced the political culture of 'balanced budget
conservatism' that is now the dominant force in politics, how the eclipse of the New Deal since the
1970s represents not only a change of views but also an alteration of spaces."—George Lipsitz, author
of The Possessive Investment in Whiteness
Hofman, a researcher with the Chile-based Economic Commission for Latin America and the
Caribbean, uses growth accounting methods and previously unavailable long-term series data to
assess the economic performance of the region during the century from a comparative and historical
perspective. In particular he compares Latin American economies to those of advanced capitalist
economies, to newly industrialized economies, and to Spain and Portugal because of the historical
ties. He looks at the reasons for the poor or negative growth during the 1980s and the apparent
recovery in the 1990s and at such problems as debt, income inequality, high inflation, cyclical
instability, and political and policy instability. Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc.,
Portland, OR
Winner of the William G. Bowen Prize Named a "Triumph" of 2018 by New York Times Book
Critics Shortlisted for the 800-CEO-READ Business Book Award The untold history of the
surprising origins of the "gig economy"--how deliberate decisions made by consultants and CEOs in
the 50s and 60s upended the stability of the workplace and the lives of millions of working men and
women in postwar America. Over the last fifty years, job security has cratered as the institutions that
insulated us from volatility have been swept aside by a fervent belief in the market. Now every
working person in America today asks the same question: how secure is my job? In Temp, Louis
Hyman explains how we got to this precarious position and traces the real origins of the gig
economy: it was created not by accident, but by choice through a series of deliberate decisions by
consultants and CEOs--long before the digital revolution. Uber is not the cause of insecurity and
inequality in our country, and neither is the rest of the gig economy. The answer to our growing
problems goes deeper than apps, further back than outsourcing and downsizing, and contests the
most essential assumptions we have about how our businesses should work. As we make choices
about the future, we need to understand our past.
A sweeping intellectual history that will make us rethink postwar politics and culture, When America
Was Great profiles the thinkers and writers who crafted a new American liberal tradition in a
conservative era -- from historians Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., and C. Vann Woodward, to economist
John Kenneth Galbraith and theologian Reinhold Niebuhr. A compelling tale that will redefine the
word "liberal" for a new generation, Mattson retraces the intellectual journey of these towering
figures. They served in the Second World War. They opposed communism but also wanted to make
America's poor visible to the affluent society. Contrary to those who characterize liberals as na ve
or sentimental "bleeding hearts," they had a tough-minded and nuanced vision that stressed both
human limitations and hope. They felt America should stand for something more than just a strong
economy.
Performing Change in Postwar America
Narratives, Metaphysics, Politics
Vietnam and Its Aftermath
Series V: the Early Postwar Period, 1945-1952, Volume 5
Allegories of America
The Real Story of What Happened to Your Salary, Benefits, and Job Security
Véra
Between 1948 and 1955, nearly two-thirds of all American families
bought a television set—and a revolution in social life and popular
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culture was launched. In this fascinating book, Lynn Spigel
chronicles the enormous impact of television in the formative years
of the new medium: how, over the course of a single decade,
television became an intimate part of everyday life. What did
Americans expect from it? What effects did the new daily ritual of
watching television have on children? Was television welcomed as an
unprecedented "window on the world," or as a "one-eyed monster"
that would disrupt households and corrupt children? Drawing on an
ambitious array of unconventional sources, from sitcom scripts to
articles and advertisements in women's magazines, Spigel offers the
fullest available account of the popular response to television in the
postwar years. She chronicles the role of television as a focus for
evolving debates on issues ranging from the ideal of the perfect
family and changes in women's role within the household to new
uses of domestic space. The arrival of television did more than turn
the living room into a private theater: it offered a national stage on
which to play out and resolve conflicts about the way Americans
should live. Spigel chronicles this lively and contentious debate as it
took place in the popular media. Of particular interest is her
treatment of the way in which the phenomenon of television itself
was constantly deliberated—from how programs should be watched
to where the set was placed to whether Mom, Dad, or kids should
control the dial. Make Room for TV combines a powerful analysis of
the growth of electronic culture with a nuanced social history of
family life in postwar America, offering a provocative glimpse of the
way television became the mirror of so many of America's hopes and
fears and dreams.
Highlighted by two hundred full-color photographs, a celebration of
American crafts and decorative arts and the artists who create them
showcases masterpieces of furniture, wood, ceramics, glass, fiber,
jewelry, metal, and basketry from the past two centuries, along with
a look at how craft has shaped American history, arts, vitality, and
identity. 25,000 first printing.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • PULITZER PRIZE FINALIST •
NATIONAL BOOK CRITICS CIRCLE AWARD WINNER • ONE OF
TIME’S 100 MOST INFLUENTIAL PEOPLE • A ruthlessly honest,
emotionally charged, and utterly original exploration of Asian
American consciousness “Brilliant . . . To read this book is to
become more human.”—Claudia Rankine, author of Citizen In
development as a television series starring and adapted by Greta Lee
• One of Time’s 10 Best Nonfiction Books of the Year • Named One
of the Best Books of the Year by The New York Times, The
Washington Post, NPR, New Statesman, BuzzFeed, Esquire, The New
York Public Library, and Book Riot Poet and essayist Cathy Park
Hong fearlessly and provocatively blends memoir, cultural criticism,
and history to expose fresh truths about racialized consciousness in
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America. Part memoir and part cultural criticism, this collection is
vulnerable, humorous, and provocative—and its relentless and
riveting pursuit of vital questions around family and friendship, art
and politics, identity and individuality, will change the way you think
about our world. Binding these essays together is Hong’s theory of
“minor feelings.” As the daughter of Korean immigrants, Cathy Park
Hong grew up steeped in shame, suspicion, and melancholy. She
would later understand that these “minor feelings” occur when
American optimism contradicts your own reality—when you believe
the lies you’re told about your own racial identity. Minor feelings are
not small, they’re dissonant—and in their tension Hong finds the key
to the questions that haunt her. With sly humor and a poet’s
searching mind, Hong uses her own story as a portal into a deeper
examination of racial consciousness in America today. This intimate
and devastating book traces her relationship to the English
language, to shame and depression, to poetry and female friendship.
A radically honest work of art, Minor Feelings forms a portrait of
one Asian American psyche—and of a writer’s search to both uncover
and speak the truth. Praise for Minor Feelings “Hong begins her
new book of essays with a bang. . . .The essays wander a variegated
terrain of memoir, criticism and polemic, oscillating between
smooth proclamations of certainty and twitches of self-doubt. . . .
Minor Feelings is studded with moments [of] candor and dark
humor shot through with glittering self-awareness.”—The New York
Times “Hong uses her own experiences as a jumping off point to
examine race and emotion in the United States.”—Newsweek
“Powerful . . . [Hong] brings together memoiristic personal essay
and reflection, historical accounts and modern reporting, and other
works of art and writing, in order to amplify a multitude of voices
and capture Asian America as a collection of contradictions. She
does so with sharp wit and radical transparency.”—Salon
Richard Holbrooke was one of the most legendary and complicated
figures in recent American history. Brilliant, utterly self-absorbed,
and possessed of almost inhuman energy and appetites, he was both
admired and detested. From his days as a young adviser in Vietnam
to his last efforts to end the war in Afghanistan, Holbrooke
embodied the postwar American impulse to take the lead on the
global stage. His power lay in an utter belief in himself and his idea
of a muscular, generous foreign policy. But his sharp elbows and
tireless self-promotion ensured that he never rose to the highest
levels in government. Holbrooke's story is the story of the rise and
fall of America during its era of supremacy, its strength, drive, and
sense of possibility, as well as its penchant for overreach and
heedless self-confidence.
Our Man
A Massively Collaborative Open U.S. History Textbook, Vol. 1: To
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1877
Dick Cheney, Colin Powell, and the Broken Friendship That Defined
an Era
Shaping Technology Policy for National Economic Performance
Mastering a New Role
Why the West Is Losing the War on Terror
Race and Power in the Pacific War

"The Life, Crime, and Capture of John Wilkes Booth" by
George Alfred Townsend. Published by Good Press. Good Press
publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every
genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and nonfiction to forgotten−or yet undiscovered gems−of world
literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each
Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and
formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and
devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are userfriendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality
digital format.
WINNER OF THE NATIONAL BOOK CRITICS CIRCLE AWARD AN
AMERICAN BOOK AWARD FINALIST Now in paperback, War Without
Mercy has been hailed by The New York Times as “one of the
most original and important books to be written about the
war between Japan and the United States.” In this
monumental history, Professor John Dower reveals a hidden,
explosive dimension of the Pacific War—race—while writing
what John Toland has called “a landmark book . . . a
powerful, moving, and evenhanded history that is sorely
needed in both America and Japan.” Drawing on American and
Japanese songs, slogans, cartoons, propaganda films, secret
reports, and a wealth of other documents of the time, Dower
opens up a whole new way of looking at that bitter struggle
of four and a half decades ago and its ramifications in our
lives today. As Edwin O. Reischauer, former ambassador to
Japan, has pointed out, this book offers “a lesson that the
postwar generations need most . . . with eloquence,
crushing detail, and power.”
Alan Nadel provides a unique analysis of the rise of
American postmodernism by viewing it as a breakdown in Cold
War cultural narratives of containment. These narratives,
which embodied an American postwar foreign policy charged
with checking the spread of Communism, also operated, Nadel
argues, within a wide spectrum of cultural life in the
United States to contain atomic secrets, sexual license,
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gender roles, nuclear energy, and artistic expression.
Because these narratives were deployed in films, books, and
magazines at a time when American culture was for the first
time able to dominate global entertainment and capitalize
on global production, containment became one of the most
widely disseminated and highly privileged national
narratives in history. Examining a broad sweep of American
culture, from the work of George Kennan to Playboy
Magazine, from the movies of Doris Day and Walt Disney to
those of Cecil B. DeMille and Alfred Hitchcock, from James
Bond to Holden Caulfield, Nadel discloses the remarkable
pervasiveness of the containment narrative. Drawing subtly
on insights provided by contemporary theorists, including
Baudrillard, Foucault, Jameson, Sedgwick, Certeau, and
Hayden White, he situates the rhetoric of the Cold War
within a gendered narrative powered by the unspoken potency
of the atom. He then traces the breakdown of this discourse
of containment through such events as the Bay of Pigs
invasion and the Free Speech Movement at Berkeley, and ties
its collapse to the onset of American postmodernism,
typified by works such as Catch–22 and The Man Who Shot
Liberty Valence. An important work of cultural criticism,
Containment Culture links atomic power with postmodernism
and postwar politics, and shows how a multifarious national
policy can become part of a nation’s cultural agenda and a
source of meaning for its citizenry.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally
important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization
as we know it. This work is in the public domain in the
United States of America, and possibly other nations.
Within the United States, you may freely copy and
distribute this work, as no entity (individual or
corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work.
Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is
important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made
generally available to the public. To ensure a quality
reading experience, this work has been proofread and
republished using a format that seamlessly blends the
original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read
typeface. We appreciate your support of the preservation
process, and thank you for being an important part of
keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
Containment Culture
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The Price of Free World Victory
Ebony Magazine and Lerone Bennett Jr
Craft in America
An Interpretation
Minor Feelings
A groundbreaking new history of how the Vietnam War thwarted U.S. liberal ambitions in the
developing world and at home in the 1960s At the start of the 1960s, John F. Kennedy and other
American liberals expressed boundless optimism about the ability of the United States to promote
democracy and development in Asia, Africa, the Middle East, and Latin America. With U.S. power,
resources, and expertise, almost anything seemed possible in the countries of the Cold War’s “Third
World”—developing, postcolonial nations unaligned with the United States or Soviet Union. Yet by the
end of the decade, this vision lay in ruins. What happened? In The End of Ambition, Mark Atwood
Lawrence offers a groundbreaking new history of America’s most consequential decade. He reveals
how the Vietnam War, combined with dizzying social and political changes in the United States, led to a
collapse of American liberal ambition in the Third World—and how this transformation was connected to
shrinking aspirations back home in America. By the middle and late 1960s, democracy had given way to
dictatorship in many Third World countries, while poverty and inequality remained pervasive. As
America’s costly war in Vietnam dragged on and as the Kennedy years gave way to the administrations
of Lyndon B. Johnson and Richard M. Nixon, America became increasingly risk averse and embraced a
new policy of promoting mere stability in the Third World. Paying special attention to the U.S.
relationships with Brazil, India, Iran, Indonesia, and southern Africa, The End of Ambition tells the
story of this momentous change and of how international and U.S. events intertwined. The result is an
original new perspective on a war that continues to haunt U.S. foreign policy today.
A Marine's searing and intimate story--"A passionate, fascinating, and deeply humane memoir of both
war and of the hard work of citizenship and healing in war's aftermath. A superb addition to our
understanding of the Vietnam War, and of its lessons" (Phil Klay, author of Redeployment). John
Musgrave had a small-town midwestern childhood that embodied the idealized postwar America.
Service, patriotism, faith, and civic pride were the values that guided his family and community, and like
nearly all the boys he knew, Musgrave grew up looking forward to the day when he could enlist to serve
his country as his father had done. There was no question in Musgrave's mind: He was going to join the
legendary Marine Corps as soon as he was eligible. In February of 1966, at age seventeen, during his
senior year in high school, and with the Vietnam War already raging, he walked down to the local
recruiting station, signed up, and set off for three years that would permanently reshape his life. In this
electrifying memoir, he renders his wartime experience with a powerful intimacy and immediacy: from
the rude awakening of boot camp, to daily life in the Vietnam jungle, to a chest injury that very nearly
killed him. Musgrave also vividly describes the difficulty of returning home to a society rife with
antiwar sentiment, his own survivor's guilt, and the slow realization that he and his fellow veterans had
been betrayed by the government they served. And he recounts how, ultimately, he found peace among
his fellow veterans working to end the war. Musgrave writes honestly about his struggle to balance his
deep love for the Marine Corps against his responsibility as a citizen to protect the very troops asked to
protect America at all costs. Fiercely perceptive and candid, The Education of Corporal John Musgrave
is one of the most powerful memoirs to emerge from the war.
Tells the story of how television worked to change the minds of Americans in the categories of
confrontation, politics, war, heroes and villains, and eye-openers, from the 1950s through the 1990s.
A Coretta Scott King Author Honor Book Winner of the Scott O'Dell Award for Historical Fiction
When eleven-year-old Langston's father moves them from their home in Alabama to Chicago's
Bronzeville district, it feels like he's giving up everything he loves. It's 1946. Langston's mother has just
died, and now they're leaving the rest of his family and friends. He misses everything-- Grandma's
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Sunday suppers, the red dirt roads, and the magnolia trees his mother loved. In the city, they live in a
small apartment surrounded by noise and chaos. It doesn't feel like a new start, or a better life. At home
he's lonely, his father always busy at work; at school he's bullied for being a country boy. But Langston's
new home has one fantastic thing. Unlike the whites-only library in Alabama, the Chicago Public
Library welcomes everyone. There, hiding out after school, Langston discovers another Langston--a
poet whom he learns inspired his mother enough to name her only son after him. Lesa Cline-Ransome,
author of the Coretta Scott King Honor picture book Before She Was Harriet, has crafted a lyrical debut
novel about one boy's experiences during the Great Migration. Includes an author's note about the
historical context and her research. Don't miss the companion novel, Leaving Lymon, which centers on
one of Langston's classmates and explores grief, resilience, and the circumstances that can drive a boy to
become a bully-- and offer a chance at redemption. A Junior Library Guild selection! A CLA Notable
Children's Book in Language Arts A Kirkus Reviews Best Book of the Year, with 5 Starred Reviews A
School Library Journal Best Book of 2018
Celebrating Two Centuries of Artists and Objects
THE GREAT GATSBY
Temp
Imperial Hubris
The New Negro
(Mrs. Vladimir Nabokov)
Finding Langston
This book examines the changing character of commercial technology development
and diffusion in an integrated global economy and its implications for U.S. public
policies in support of technological innovation. The volume considers the history,
current practice, and future prospects for national policies to encourage economic
development through both direct and indirect government support of technological
advance.
"An engrossing and impossibly wide-ranging project . . . In The Free World, every
seat is a good one." —Carlos Lozada, The Washington Post "The Free World sparkles.
Fully original, beautifully written . . . One hopes Menand has a sequel in mind. The
bar is set very high." —David Oshinsky, The New York Times Book Review | Editors'
Choice One of The New York Times's 100 best books of 2021 | One of The
Washington Post's 50 best nonfiction books of 2021 | A Mother Jones best book of
2021 In his follow-up to the Pulitzer Prize–winning The Metaphysical Club, Louis
Menand offers a new intellectual and cultural history of the postwar years The Cold
War was not just a contest of power. It was also about ideas, in the broadest
sense—economic and political, artistic and personal. In The Free World, the acclaimed
Pulitzer Prize–winning scholar and critic Louis Menand tells the story of American
culture in the pivotal years from the end of World War II to Vietnam and shows how
changing economic, technological, and social forces put their mark on creations of the
mind. How did elitism and an anti-totalitarian skepticism of passion and ideology give
way to a new sensibility defined by freewheeling experimentation and loving the
Beatles? How was the ideal of “freedom” applied to causes that ranged from anticommunism and civil rights to radical acts of self-creation via art and even crime?
With the wit and insight familiar to readers of The Metaphysical Club and his New
Yorker essays, Menand takes us inside Hannah Arendt’s Manhattan, the Paris of JeanPaul Sartre and Simone de Beauvoir, Merce Cunningham and John Cage’s residencies
at North Carolina’s Black Mountain College, and the Memphis studio where Sam
Phillips and Elvis Presley created a new music for the American teenager. He
examines the post war vogue for French existentialism, structuralism and poststructuralism, the rise of abstract expressionism and pop art, Allen Ginsberg’s
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friendship with Lionel Trilling, James Baldwin’s transformation into a Civil Right
spokesman, Susan Sontag’s challenges to the New York Intellectuals, the defeat of
obscenity laws, and the rise of the New Hollywood. Stressing the rich flow of ideas
across the Atlantic, he also shows how Europeans played a vital role in promoting
and influencing American art and entertainment. By the end of the Vietnam era, the
American government had lost the moral prestige it enjoyed at the end of the Second
World War, but America’s once-despised culture had become respected and adored.
With unprecedented verve and range, this book explains how that happened.
The Invisible Cryptologists: African-Americans, WWII To 1956
A Raisin in the Sun
The Poorhouse Fair
Rethinking American History in a Global Age
Fear and Fantasy in Suburban Los Angeles
The American Yawp
The Other America
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